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Executive Summary  

The Brunswick Major Activity Centre (BMAC) is the fastest growing area of Moreland. Consistent with 

the Victorian Government’s urban consolidation policy of facilitating growth in designated activity 

centres, Moreland City Council undertook a Structure Plan for Brunswick that identified an agreed 

growth target of 5601 new dwellings to 2026.  

A recent analysis of development activity within BMAC has indicated that growth is occurring at a 

significantly greater rate than anticipated with recent and pending permit approvals (2006 – 2011) 

accounting for approximately 75% of total anticipated growth. Current growth forecasts indicate that 

BMAC will contain approximately 22,000 dwellings by 2031.  

The Brunswick Integrated Transport Strategy (BITS) is part of a larger series of studies being 

undertaken by Moreland City Council to update the Brunswick Structure Plan. This body of work, called 

the Brunswick Place Framework Strategy, seeks to guide land use and development in Brunswick over 

the next 20 years.  

As illustrated below, BITS has been informed by, and has informed, two other significant transport 

planning studies that have been undertaken in parallel:  

 Brunswick transport modelling: strategic and microsimulation modelling undertaken to 

understand how the road network will respond to changes in land use and transport in the 

future (including public transport improvements), to support the overall development 

objectives for the centre. 

 Brunswick car parking strategy: determining the car parking rates required to support the 

overall transport and land use objectives for the centre, having regard to the transport 

modelling and objectives of BITS.  
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The three studies have been undertaken in parallel with the following interaction and dependencies:  

 The modelling and assessment of the transport system has provided a sound basis for BITS in 

understanding the limitations of a ‘business as usual’ approach to Brunswick’s transport 

system, and informed the overall strategic response to the ‘transport problem’ in Brunswick. 

 The strategic approach recommended in BITS has informed both the selection of transport 

projects (modelling) and overall approach to car parking supply and restrictions in the study 

area (car parking strategy).  

The overall rationale for BITS is summarised in the following figure.  

 

Existing transport network  

The key issues, opportunities and considerations for Brunswick were identified as follows:  

i Under current conditions, there is little incentive to switch from private vehicle to other 

modes of transport in Brunswick, except for trips to the south which are well catered for by 

public transport and cycling, and for which car travel is unattractive due to congestion and 

lack of available car parking. 

ii In particular, the following issues have been identified with non-car modes of transport:  

 Walking and cycling lack priority and adequate facilities, and are inherently unsafe due 

to conflicts with vehicles. 

 Public transport services are generally adequate to the CBD, but lack capacity, priority 

and connectivity and as such do not form a viable alternative mode of travel to private 

vehicles. 
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iii Traffic congestion in Brunswick limits the ability of the road network to cater for additional 

local or through trips. It follows that additional trips must be catered for by other modes, 

noting the limitations above.  

iv The existing road use hierarchy in Brunswick does not reflect the desired or required 

transport system to support ongoing land use intensification in the activity centre.  

Given that the existing road network is currently at or close to capacity during both peak periods, it is 

not surprising that the a ‘business as usual’ approach to the transport network in BMAC will result in a 

continuing deterioration in network performance for all road based transport modes.  

Strategic Response  

Three high level responses are required to implement BITS:  

i Preferential treatment for walking, cycling and public transport. This includes measures 

such as providing priority for public transport and pedestrians so they are faster and more 

convenient than driving, and other measures such as tolerating congestion or restricting car 

parking supply at end destinations.  

ii Partnership with the Victorian Government. The Victorian Government has a significant 

role in the overall transport system through its various departments and agencies. This 

includes both approval roles as well as significant capital investment. The Route 96 Project is 

a good example of the ability of Council to partner with the project delivery team to leverage 

public realm and transport network benefits associated with the tram upgrade.   

iii Continued engagement with the community. To date, the Brunswick community has been 

an active and informed partner with Council, through a range of existing fora and ad hoc 

mechanisms. Ongoing engagement is essential to ensure that the impacts of continued 

development in BMAC are understood, and that the strategy to improve the overall transport 

network has a high level of community buy in.  

Changes  

There are a number of changes required by Council to effectively deliver the suite of projects 

recommended to improve the transport system, identified in the table below. Since transport and 

access are fundamental to a wide range of Council’s service delivery areas, it is important that these 

changes are adopted and understood widely across Council, and the organisation is aligned to 

effectively implement BITS.  
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Change required Potential Mitigation Measure 

All investment decisions to be informed by modal 

hierarchy  

Ensure project development and design in Brunswick is 

centrally coordinated at a high level   

Commitment from Council, State Government and 

private sector for funding stream  

Ensure BITS is integrated into Transport and Public 

Realm key deliverables over forward estimates period 

and funding is allocated  

Buy in from Council, State Government and 

community to BITS 

Undertake ongoing engagement across Council, State 

Government and community to gain buy in  

Investment in major transport infrastructure (State 

Government) 

Continue to engage at political and departmental 

level with State Government to best influence business 

case development and  funding priorities  

Projects   

BITS proposes a two-tiered approach to ensuring that the transport network supports the ongoing 

development and liveability of BMAC:  

 Corridor wide and network improvements, including walking and cycling network upgrades 

and public transport priority upgrades. 

 Place based interventions in Council’s Key Investment Areas. These projects seek to ensure 

that the fine grain of the transport network supports sustainable transport choices in those 

areas that Council has identified as higher priority investment areas. 

The physical projects are supported by a range of statutory and legislative measures, such as changes 

to the Moreland Planning Scheme and reduced speed limits.  

The consolidated projects matrix and overall integrated transport map for Brunswick are shown at 

Appendices A and B.  
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Purpose  

The Brunswick Major Activity Centre Integrated Transport Strategy (BITS) has been prepared to guide 

future investment in the transport network in Brunswick. BITS responds to the growth forecasts for the 

activity centre, which indicate that Brunswick will become home to approximately 5,600 additional 

dwellings by 2026, and a significant amount of new jobs and services. The overall number of dwellings 

anticipated as part of this study is 22,000 by 2031.  

BITS assumes that a range of future growth scenarios can be accommodated by the transport system, 

depending on factors such as mode share and the location of jobs, employment and recreation. The 

primary focus of the overall BMAC Transportation Assessment has therefore been to understand the 

nature of the transport system that is required to support the preferred future development scenario.  

In Brunswick, private vehicles are currently the dominant form of transport, even for short trips. This 

causes extensive congestion on the road network, and has a major impact on the safety, amenity and 

economic success of the activity centre. It is clear from detailed transport modelling undertaken for 

BMAC that a ‘business as usual’ approach to the transport network will not work, and significant mode 

shift towards walking, cycling and public transport is required to support the desired land use changes 

and population growth.  The rationale for the BITS has been mapped as a ‘Logic Map’ and is shown at 

Figure 1.1 below.  

Figure 1.1: Brunswick Integrated Transport Strategy Logic Map  
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1.2 Scope 

The Brunswick Place Framework Strategy involves a ‘place based’ approach to investments in the 

activity centre. Council has nominated nine key investment areas throughout BMAC (noting that key 

investment area 5 is located outside the study area to the west). These areas will be focal points for 

Council intervention. However, many of the transport investments required in Brunswick involve 

interventions across a wider area, or indeed the whole activity centre. In light of this, BITS is based on a 

two level approach to building a sustainable transport network:  

i Activity centre wide interventions and projects, which are detailed in Section 4 of this 

report. For example:  

 pedestrian and cycle networks and methodology for improvements along key routes 

 corridor based public transport improvements, such as the Route 96 tram upgrade 

 statutory intervention, for example changes to the Moreland Planning Scheme to 

implement the Car Parking Strategy and development contributions plans.  

ii Specific placed based interventions based on the key investment areas as shown in 

Appendix B. These projects are detailed in Section 5 of this report.  

It is noted that the activity centre boundaries are generally focussed on the three main activity 

corridors, and do not form a continuous area across the suburbs of Brunswick and Brunswick East. 

However, many of the network based recommendations in this report extend beyond the boundaries of 

the activity centre to provide a continuous and usable network. It is expected that the majority of the 

focus for implementing the strategy will take place within the key investment areas, however this does 

not preclude the implementation of network improvements outside the activity centre should the 

opportunity arise.  

1.3 Background  

BITS is part of a larger series of studies being undertaken by Moreland City Council that update and 

supersede the Brunswick Structure Plan, and provide a road map for implementation. This body of 

work, called the Brunswick Place Framework Strategy, seeks to guide land use and development in the 

centre over the next 20 years.  

The Integrated Transport Strategy’s role in the broader Brunswick Place Framework Strategy is shown 

at Figure 1.2 below.  
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Figure 1.2: Brunswick Place Framework Strategy  

 

As shown in Figure 1.3, BITS has been informed by, and has informed, two other significant transport 

planning studies that have been undertaken in parallel:  

 Brunswick transport modelling project: strategic and microsimulation modelling 

undertaken to understand how the road network will respond to changes in land use and 

transport in the future (including public transport improvements), to support the overall 

development objectives for the centre. 

 Brunswick car parking strategy: determining the car parking rates required to support the 

overall transport and land use objectives for the activity centre.  

The three studies have been undertaken in parallel with the following interaction and dependencies:  

 The modelling and assessment of the transport system has provided a sound basis for BITS  

in understanding the limitations of a ‘business as usual’ approach to Brunswick’s transport 

system, and informed the overall strategic response to the ‘transport problem’ in Brunswick 

 The strategic approach recommended in BITS has informed both the selection of transport 

projects (modelling) and overall approach to car parking supply and restrictions in the study 

area (car parking strategy).  
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Figure 1.3: BITS Dependencies and Relationship to Other Reports 
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2. Existing Conditions  

2.1 Population and employment change 

The overall population of Brunswick MAC was 31,596 in 2011 (comprising the suburbs of Brunswick and 

Brunswick East). This represents a 16% increase over the ten year period 2001-2011.  

Brunswick is anticipated to experience significant population growth to 2026. Indeed, since the 

Brunswick Structure Plan was prepared, over 75% of all anticipated dwelling growth has commenced 

the planning process or has been permitted. This indicates that future population growth is likely to be 

higher than anticipated by the Structure Plan, and is a key rationale for the preparation of the 

Brunswick Place Framework (which will update the Structure Plan growth forecasts).  

In addition to dwelling growth, Brunswick is undergoing a transition from industrial type uses to more 

intensive office based employment. This transition is also central to the future vision for Brunswick as 

having a higher level of employment self-containment, matching the skills of residents with local jobs.  

2.2 Mode share and journey to work  

A detailed breakdown of the Brunswick SLA existing mode share is shown at Figure 2.1
1
. This shows 

that:  

 Rail mode share is low (2%), which may be explained by the fact that there is just one train 

line servicing part of the area, with train frequency of 20 minutes in either direction. 

 Tram travel is approximately 9%, and observations of tram services during peak hour indicate 

there is considerable latent demand and peak-spreading. 

 Almost one quarter (23%) of all trips are undertaken by walking only.  

 Cycling is a popular mode of travel, with approximately one in every ten trips being 

undertaken by bicycle. 

Analysis of journey to work data shows a significant mode shift to public transport and cycling over the 

last ten years. However, the data also shows that a significant proportion of local trips are still 

undertaken by private vehicle, and people who work in Brunswick are likely to drive to work. Generally, 

Brunswick has relatively low levels of employment self-containment (approximately 10% of local 

residents who are employed work in Brunswick, while 42% work in Melbourne CBD).   

                                                                        
1  It is noted that the mode share shown in Figure 2.1 is aggregated at SLA level, which implies a lower level of confidence in the data than if it 

were shown at LGA level. However, due to the differences between the northern parts of Moreland LGA and Brunswick in terms of built form, 

public transport accessibility, demographics and travel patterns, the LGA results are not considered representative of Brunsw ick’s travel 

patterns.  
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Figure 2.1: Brunswick SLA – Mode Share for All Trips  

 
Source: VISTA 09 

2.3 Pedestrian Network 

Pedestrian travel is the most common mode of travel, with most journeys involving walking at the start 

and finish. Providing a good level of amenity, priority and connectivity for pedestrians is critical in 

encouraging walking as a primary mode of travel for short trips.  

Brunswick is characterised by a highly permeable urban form and extensive pedestrian network. While 

the network is extensive (nearly all roads have footpaths on both sides), there are a number of barriers 

to the free movement of pedestrians, safety concerns and issues with quality of surfaces, width of 

pathways and accessibility for a range of less mobile users. 

Maintenance and upgrading of footpaths to meet contemporary standards is an ongoing challenge for 

many inner and middle councils. Brunswick has many issues common to inner areas, such as:  

 a legacy of historic bluestone kerbs and laneways, which provide uneven surfaces and 

impede mobility impaired users. These surfaces are often difficult to upgrade to meet DDA 

requirements due to heritage requirements 

 a lack of basic facilities such as pram crossing ramps in some areas 

 general “clutter” such as the various poles, signs and street furniture which creates 

constrictions and obstructions to the footpath network 

 pedestrian path widths at certain locations along priority routes within Brunswick are narrow, 

resulting in bottlenecks where pedestrian thoroughfare is limited. The existing narrow 

footpaths, in addition to the presence of alfresco dining, poles, signs and street furniture, 
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cause capacity constraints and result in a poor pedestrian environment in these areas 

(particularly an issue in high pedestrian traffic areas) 

 in some areas of Brunswick the minimum required footpath width is not met. In order to 

allow two wheelchairs to pass, a minimum footpath width of 1.5m is required at all times. 

This is due to a range of factors such as street furniture, and some narrow streets have 

insufficient width to accommodate the minimum width footpaths. 

Crossing times at major signalised intersections within the study area generally prioritise cars over 

pedestrians. The existing traffic priority on certain routes results in long phase times going to traffic in 

these directions, and pedestrians attempting to cross in opposite directions are delayed as a result. In 

many cases, the lack of dedicated pedestrian crossing facilities at mid block locations results in 

pedestrians crossing through heavy traffic (for example on Sydney Road adjacent to Barkly Square).  

In addition to the priority issues at major intersections, another important issue is the lack of pedestrian 

priority at smaller unsignalised intersections. Priority is generally given to vehicles, forcing pedestrians 

to wait for passing vehicles before crossing. There are a range of actions and treatments that can be 

used to change the perceived traffic priority and allow for pedestrian priority to be implemented. 

Using the VicRoads ‘CrashStats’ database, the accident history for the last five calendar years (January 

2007 – December 2011) has been analysed for the Nicholson Street, Lygon Street, Sydney Road and 

Upfield Bike Path corridors to determine the locations where accidents involving pedestrians are most 

frequent. From this data, key pedestrian risk areas have been determined. 

The locations which have the highest number of accidents involving pedestrians recorded are shown in 

Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Number of Accidents with Pedestrians per Corridor in Brunswick 

Location Number of accidents recorded 

Sydney Road (Moreland Road to Park Street) 61 

Lygon Street (Albion Street to Park Street) 17 

Nicholson Street (Stewart Street to Park Street) 12 

Upfield Bike Path (Moreland Road to Park Street)[1] 3 

[1] CrashStats data only includes accidents that occur where the path crosses roads. 

Based upon the above analysis, it is clear that Sydney Road has the highest number of pedestrian 

accidents of any of the corridors within Brunswick. Accident locations were generally spread out over 

the entire corridor, with some localised areas having higher numbers of accidents, particularly at and 

around intersections.  

2.4 Cycling Network 

Cycling is a major mode of transport in Brunswick, comprising almost 14% of journeys to work and 

approximately 9% of all trips. The number of cycling trips to work has more than doubled since 2001, 

and it is likely that there has been similar growth in the use of cycling for non-work trips.  

The Moreland Bicycle Strategy 2011-2021 is Council’s adopted plan to improve conditions and facilities 

for cycling in Moreland. The Strategy provides a comprehensive list of projects, including a number 

within BMAC. However, due to the municipality-wide focus of the Strategy, it does not provide a 

comprehensive plan for the local network within Brunswick. This has been identified as a key issue, as 

described below.  
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The analysis of the existing bicycle network in Brunswick has indicated that:  

 There is a very high and growing demand for commuter cycling routes, predominantly in a 

north-south direction. Existing routes are below standard and have poor safety records, in 

particular the on-road routes on major corridors.  

 Cycling is a key form of transport for local access, and should be encouraged to grow in order 

to achieve the objectives of BITS. However, there are currently few adequate links for local 

access (particularly cross corridor, east-west links), and the ongoing roll out of short and long 

term end-of-trip facilities is required.  

With the exception of a number of informal routes on local streets, the majority of bicycle lanes and 

paths in Brunswick do not comply with the relevant standards, in that separated facilities are preferred 

on streets with higher traffic volumes. The high incidence of casualty accidents involving cyclists is 

detailed in the Background Report, and provides a sound basis for providing safe facilities, including 

separated paths on some roads. 

Cyclist safety is a key issue identified by the community. The issue of safety mainly relates to sharing 

road space with cars, and to a lesser extent conflict between cyclists and pedestrians. GTA has 

undertaken an analysis of the accident history for cyclists over the past five years along the Nicholson 

Street, Lygon Street, Sydney Road and Upfield Shared Path corridors
2
. 

The locations which have been found to have the highest number of accidents involving pedestrians 

recorded are shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Number of Accidents Involving Cyclists per Corridor in Brunswick 

Location Number of accidents recorded 

Sydney Road (Moreland Road to Park Street) 85 

Lygon Street (Albion Street to Park Street) 29 

Nicholson Street (Blyth Street to Park Street) 12 

Upfield Bike Path (Moreland Road to Park Street)[1] 8 

[1] CrashStats data only includes accidents that occur where the path crosses roads. 

Based upon the above data, it is clear that Sydney Road has the highest number of cyclist accidents, 

with a total of 85 accidents recorded in this corridor over the last five years. While a number of these 

accidents occurred at or on the approach to key intersections, accidents were observed to occur 

frequently along the entire length of the corridor. 

2.5 Traffic Network   

The existing conditions transport model prepared in parallel with BITS indicates the following: 

 The AM peak is the critical peak with all corridors experiencing low speeds and long delays.  

 In the AM peak, southbound travel times between Glenlyon Road and Brunswick Road 

increase significantly with average speeds reducing to less than ten kilometres per hour for 

all three study corridors. 

 Queues on the north approach of Blyth Street / Nicholson Street reduce the average speed to 

approximately ten kilometres per hour in the AM peak. 

                                                                        
2  It must be noted that the accident history is a record of reported accidents only and therefore excludes a high number of minor accidents and 

incidents (ie cyclists falling from bike, pedestrian-cyclist or pedestrian-vehicle low speed collision) that have the potential for more serious 

injuries or to escalate into issues such as road rage, road user safety concerns or damage to personal property. 
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 In the PM peak, northbound travel time results show that vehicles do not experience as high 

a level of congestion within the corridors as the reverse direction in the AM peak.  However, 

the majority of the delays for northbound traffic occur at the south approach to Brunswick 

Road.   

 Since trams share road space with cars on all three corridors, average speeds for trams is 

likely to be similar or lower than for general traffic.  

In general, Sydney Road, Lygon Street and Nicholson Street experience average speeds below 10km/h 

on the northern approaches to Brunswick Road. While there may be various definitions of ‘network 

failure’, and these are location specific (for example in the CBD travel time reliability may be more 

relevant than average speed), the low average travel speeds on these corridors impacts greatly on tram 

service speed and reliability. Using travel speed as the key performance measure, it is considered that 

network failure occurs under existing conditions.   

2.6 Car Parking  

The car parking strategy undertaken in parallel with BITS indicates the following:  

 There are almost 17,000 public car parking spaces in Brunswick, with peak occupancy of 

approximately 55%.  

 However, within some areas of BMAC there are higher demands on available car parking with 

localised supply issues. In general, the southern parts of each major corridor experience 

higher occupancy, with occupancies in the range of 70 – 90%.  

 Generally, a peak occupancy rate of approximately 85% represents equilibrium of supply and 

demand, and by extension an efficient use of the available car parking.  

The future land use envisaged for BMAC was analysed to determine the future demand for car parking 

under a ‘business as usual’ approach. In general, the car parking demand generated by future land uses 

can be accommodated within BMAC using existing car parking provision (i.e. no additional car parking 

is required to be built at an activity centre wide level, although it is evident that some precincts would 

experience shortfalls, and thus require a more conservative approach to car parking provision).  

In light of this finding, the following conclusions are drawn with respect of BITS:  

 Despite localised issues, there are no fundamental issues with the existing supply of car 

parking that would constrain future land use.  

 Having regard for this, and the current and anticipated levels of congestion on the road 

network, the role of car parking management in BMAC is primarily one of travel demand 

management.  
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3. Strategic Principles   

3.1 Overview  

Three high level principles have been developed to guide the implementation of BITS, and support the 

required changes in the transport network to enable ongoing growth and land use change. These 

principles underpin every project proposed in BITS, and are detailed below.  

3.2 Key Principles  

3.2.1 Incentives for sustainable transport modes   

All projects in BITS are based on the need to make non-car travel more attractive, in order to achieve a 

shift to more sustainable transport modes. This requires two conditions being met:  

i Transport choice. This refers to the ability of people to access jobs, recreation and services 

by multiple means other than just private vehicles. This precondition is required before the 

second condition can be effective.  

ii Preferential treatment for walking, cycling and public transport. This includes measures 

such as providing priority for public transport and pedestrians so they are faster and more 

convenient than driving, and other measures such as tolerating congestion or restricting car 

parking supply at end destinations.  

In general, BMAC is characterised by a high level of transport choice. This includes:  

i the provision of a comprehensive network of footpaths, albeit varying in quality and with 

issues including lack of pedestrian priority in some areas 

ii the existence of a relatively permissive environment for cycling, notwithstanding the 

discontinuous nature of the existing network and significant safety issues for cyclists in 

Brunswick  

iii a good level of public transport accessibility, particularly for journeys to the city or to the 

north, noting the capacity and priority issues with the tram network in particular.  

Given the existing transport choice, and the high levels of congestion on the local road network, it is 

surprising that approximately 55% of all journeys in Brunswick are undertaken as either car driver or 

passenger (VISTA 09). However, there are a number of important factors that are preventing the wider 

take up of walking, cycling and public transport. These include:  

 a public realm that generally prioritises vehicle movement over walking and cycling  

 road based public transport that suffers from conflict with other vehicles and as a result 

travels at the same speed as, or slower than, cars and bicycles  

 a cycling network that lacks adequate segregation from other users, and as such presents a 

dangerous cycling environment  

 ample supply of free car parking throughout the majority of BMAC, influencing people to 

choose driving over other modes 

 poor cross-corridor public transport provision, which makes it difficult to get around 

Brunswick by public transport. 
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Addressing these issues is critical to the success of BITS, and the ability of BMAC to accommodate 

future growth and land use change. To this end, all decisions about investments in the public realm and 

transport system in Brunswick need to be informed by the user hierarchy shown in Figure 3.1.   

Achieving the desired road user hierarchy will require sustained commitment by Council and the 

Victorian Government, including significant capital expenditure. Melbourne CBD is an example of an 

area where sustained investment over time in walking, public transport and (more recently) cycling 

infrastructure has seen a dramatic change in road user hierarchy, mode share and travel behaviour.  

Figure 3.1: Brunswick Road User Hierarchy  

 

3.2.2 Partnership with State Government  

The development of an effective transport system that provides real travel choice within Brunswick can 

only be achieved through working in close partnership with the Victorian Government.  

The study area forms an integral component of Melbourne’s transport network, but cannot be 

addressed in isolation from wider regional whole-of-network considerations and decision-making that 

falls under the jurisdiction of Victorian Government Departments and agencies. 

The Victorian Government holds responsibility for the planning, implementation and operation of 

Melbourne’s public transport and arterial road networks and is guided by the Transport Integration Act 

(2010) which sets out a vision, objectives and decision-making principles for Victoria's transport system. 

This over-arching policy framework is applied to all transport and land use agencies. The Act requires all 
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Victorian transport agencies to work together towards the common goal of an integrated and 

sustainable transport system.  

An effective partnership with State Government is one that promotes an open exchange of 

information, sharing of resources and buy-in from all parties to a shared vision for the transport 

network and agreement on the most effective means of planning and delivery.  A number of Victorian 

Government Departments and agencies must be consulted when determining the future shape of the 

Brunswick transport network. However, the Department of Transport, Public Transport Victoria and 

VicRoads are the key delivery partners for the initiatives contained in this strategy.  

In this regard, it is noted that the upgrade of the Route 96 Tram is under way as BITS is being prepared. 

This upgrade provides a good example of the ability of Council to work with the Victorian Government 

to leverage good outcomes for the public realm and transport network in Brunswick by working 

collaboratively with the Route 96 project delivery team, and ensuring alignment between Council’s Key 

Investment Areas and the proposed upgrade works.  

3.2.3 Ongoing engagement with the community  

The local community in Brunswick includes residents, business owners, workers, students, shoppers 

and other visitors to BMAC. To date, the community has been successfully engaged on all major 

planning studies undertaken for the centre, including the Brunswick Structure Plan and Brunswick Place 

Framework Strategy.  

Community consultation has informed the preparation of BITS, and it is clear that as the users of the 

transport network, the local community represent a key stakeholder group. The design, development 

and implementation of projects as part of BITS should embody the following principles for community 

engagement:  

 The overall BITS objectives should be tested and validated against the broader vision for 

Brunswick defined in the Brunswick Place Framework Strategy. 

 The community should have a meaningful decision making role about projects that affect 

them. 

 Prioritisation of projects and identification of issues should be undertaken in collaboration 

with the community and other affected stakeholders. 

3.3 Risks  

There are a number of organisational and/ or cultural changes required by Council to effectively deliver 

the suite of projects recommended to improve the transport system, identified in the table below. 

These changes can be conceived as the key risks to the implementation of BITS.  

Since transport and access are fundamental to a wide range of Council’s service delivery areas, it is 

important that these changes are adopted and understood widely across Council, and the organisation 

is aligned to effectively implement BITS.  

These risks to implementation and potential mitigation measures are outlined in Table 3.1 below.  
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Table 3.1: Overall Risks to Implementation  

Change required Potential Mitigation Measure 

All investment decisions to be informed by modal 

hierarchy  

Ensure project development and design in Brunswick is 

centrally coordinated at a high level   

Commitment from Council, State Government and 

private sector for funding stream  

Ensure BITS is integrated into Transport and Public 

Realm key deliverables over forward estimates period 

and funding is allocated  

Buy in from Council, State Government and 

community to BITS 

Undertake ongoing engagement across Council, State 

Government and community to gain buy in  

Investment in major transport infrastructure (State 

Government) 

Continue to engage at political and departmental 

level with State Government to best influence business 

case development and  funding priorities  
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4. Interventions  

4.1 Approach  

Successful implementation of BITS requires both network level and place based interventions in the 

transport system. This section details the high level network extent, objectives and methodology for 

project development. In particular:  

 The methodology for project development is summarised with reference to the relevant 

Council plans, strategies and standards. 

 Overall network maps are provided, which form the rationale for the high priority, localised 

improvements to Key Investment Areas which are detailed in 5.3.  

 Corridor based improvements and major projects such as the Upfield shared path and tram 

network upgrades are included in greater detail in this section, as well as being captured in 

the Key Investment Area analysis (where appropriate).  

The overall transport network for Brunswick is shown at Appendix B.  

4.2 Pedestrian Network  

Walking is the most important mode of travel for the success of BITS. Making the pedestrian network 

safe and attractive has the potential to enable a significant mode shift, as there are a large number of 

short trips currently undertaken by car, that could be undertaken on foot. The transport modelling 

undertaken in parallel with BITS indicates that the number of internal trips (within Brunswick and 

Brunswick East) will grow rapidly. While the activity centre is relatively large and not all trips are of a 

walking distance, there is clearly a great potential to improve the mode share of walking in Brunswick.  

The Principal Pedestrian Network for Brunswick has been identified by Council and is shown in 

Appendix B. This network is a sound basis for planning improvements to the network of pedestrian 

paths in Brunswick, and has been modified to include the “pedestrian priority streets” nominated in the 

Brunswick Place Framework Strategy.  

BITS has adopted and refined the methodology outlined in the Moreland Pedestrian Strategy 2010-

2019 to provide specific guidance on developing and selecting projects on the Principal Pedestrian 

Network. The methodology below should be read in conjunction with the comprehensive guidance 

contained within the Moreland Pedestrian Strategy.  

It is recommended that an audit of the Principal Pedestrian Network in Brunswick is undertaken to 

further inform the prioritisation of projects. The audit should address a wide range of considerations to 

make the pedestrian network a more convenient, safe and attractive choice, including:  

 delays at intersections  

 freedom of movement (i.e. crossing opportunities) 

 presence of obstructions and capacity limitations 

 width of facilities 

 lighting and activation  

 speed environment 

 shelter, shade and seating (adopted from the draft Principal Pedestrian Network 

methodology, Department of Transport 2010). 
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4.3 Bicycle Network  

Cycling is an important and rapidly growing form of transport in Brunswick, however the existing 

network is not continuous and in many areas does not conform to the relevant standards. This creates 

very significant safety issues for cyclists, which is likely to severly impede the wider take up of cycling.  

Austroads provides a useful framework for assessing the minimum standard of facility required to 

support cycling, based on the speed limit and traffic volumes. Figure 4.1 shows the relationship 

between speed, traffic volumes and the types of bicycle facilities that should be provided. This diagram 

is considered to provide a suitable framework for encouraging new cyclists, rather than just those who 

already ride (who may tolerate a lower level of separation).  

Figure 4.1: Traffic Volume Thresholds for Bicycle Treatments 

 
Source: Austroads 2009 

Barriers to cycling vary for each person. However, those most commonly found, such as those 

identified in the BikeScope Survey and Riding a Bike for Transport 2011 Survey (by the Cycling 

Promotion Fund in partnership with the Heart Foundation), are listed below: 
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 unsafe road conditions 

 conflict with pedestrians and/or drivers 

 not confident enough to cycle 

 lack of bicycle lanes/path/trails 

 no place to park/store bicycle 

 no place to change/shower 

 nowhere to store clothes 

 fear of bike being stolen 

 stranger danger 

 weather conditions 

 distance to travel 

 too hilly 

 don’t like wearing a helmet 

 not enough time 

 not fit enough 

 health problems 

 unsure of best route 

 can’t take bicycles on public transport services 

 prefer to walk 

 not interested/don’t like cycling. 

Most of the barriers above can be overcome through investment in infrastructure and behavioural 

change and educational programs. However, cycling will always compete against the convenience and 

low physical effort option of motorised transport. Until the associated barriers as perceived by 

individuals, with motorised transport outweigh those with cycling, then motorised transport is likely to 

remain as the preferred mode by the majority of the community. 

The proposed bicycle priority network for Brunswick is shown at Appendix B. It is noted that due to physical 

constraints, it may not be possible to implement the network to fully comply with the guidance shown in 

Figure 4.1. However, the introduction of other supporting measures such as lower speed limits throughout 

Brunswick will significantly improve safety for cyclists in the absence of fully compliant facilities.  

The proposed network has been developed with key input from:  

 the Moreland Bicycle Strategy 2011-2021 

 community consultation undertaken during the preparation of BITS 

 Austroads standards for bicycle facilities  

 VicRoads’ Principal Bicycle Network and Bicycle Priority Routes. 

The following key principles underpin the network:  

 Ongoing improvements to north-south commuter routes are necessary to support the 

ongoing growth in this area. This is needed to provide additional capacity and resolve key 

safety issues, particularly with on-road routes. Due to significant constraints on the major 

corridors, consideration should be given to additional “shimmy” type routes.  

 Development of a network of east-west routes connecting the major activity corridors, 

supported by end of trip infrastructure at key destinations within BMAC. This is important to 

reinforce the local role of the bicycle network in replacing shorter car trips and encouraging 

mode shift.  

The development of the network following these principles is detailed throughout the projects section 

of the ITS.  

4.4 Local Area Traffic Management  

Local area traffic management (LATM) projects seek to reinforce the role of local streets, and minimise 

the impact of congestion on arterial roads from spilling into local areas.  As Brunswick continues to 

develop, further pressure will be placed on the local traffic network, which is likely to make the existing 

issues such as ‘rat running’ worse, in the absence of any intervention.  
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LATM projects can be capital intensive, and therefore should be used strategically to have the best 

overall effect on the transport network. This means that where possible, significant interventions 

should be implemented to provide a range of benefits to the overall transport system. These additional 

benefits can include:  

 prioritisation of bicycles and pedestrians over cars, for example by closing a street to traffic 

but keeping a bicycle and pedestrian link 

 slowing traffic in an area to improve pedestrian priority and amenity, for example through the 

application of shared zones in key areas such as Wilson Avenue adjacent to Jewell Station. 

4.5 Statutory Changes  

4.5.1 Speed Limits  

Speed limits are in important factor in the transport system, as lower speed limits act as ‘hidden 

infrastructure’ that protects vulnerable road users.  

Figure 4.2 shows the probability of a fatality resulting from a collision between a motor vehicle and a 

pedestrian or cyclist. Having regard to the ‘safety benefit’ shown in this figure, it is recommended that 

Council continue to advocate for lower speed limits throughout Brunswick. This is likely to support 

pedestrian and cyclist amenity as well as safety, which is an important consideration in people’s choice 

to walk or ride.  

Initially, it is recommended that a 40km/h limit is sought for BMAC, and in future 30km/h is pursued in 

areas of high pedestrian / cycling activity in line with international best practice. This statutory measure 

should be supported by traffic management measures (such as shared zones) that moderate driver 

behaviour, without the need for specific speed limit controls.  

Figure 4.2: Probability of a Fatal Injury for a Pedestrian or Cyclist Struck by a Motor Vehicle 

 
Source: WHO 2008 
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4.5.2 Car Parking  

As identified in section 2.6, the car parking strategy undertaken in parallel with BITS identifies that car 

parking rates for residential and commercial development (retail, office and restaurant) are a key demand 

management tool for private vehicle trips in Brunswick. The car parking strategy recommends reduced 

car parking rates for new development to support mode shift away from private vehicle usage, and 

manage escalating traffic congestion. The proposed rates are shown in Table 4.1.  

As outlined above, the recommended rates include recommended maximum and minimum rates (in 

effect, a range of rates). In this regard, it should be noted that the primary concern in BMAC is the 

overprovision of car parking, as this would effectively undermine the strategic use of car parking as a 

traffic demand management tool. While under provision of car parking could also have negative impacts 

on BMAC (for example through the overspill of parking into surrounding areas), this is less likely to cause 

issues as it can be regulated through a range of management tools which are discussed below.  

The proposed range of car parking rates reflects a balance between long term mode shift objectives and 

short term implementation requirements, noting that in future the minimum rate may be reviewed 

downwards to further encourage mode shift.  

Table 4.1: Recommended Car Parking Rates 

Land Use 
Recommended Car Parking 

Range 

Office 2.0 - 2.5 spaces per 100sqm 

Restaurant 0.09 - 0.35 spaces per patron 

Restricted Retail 0.5 - 2.0 space per 100sqm 

Retail (Shop) 0.75 - 3.0 spaces per 100sqm 

Supermarket 1.0 - 4.0 spaces per 100sqm 

Residential (1 brm dwelling) 0.5 - 1 space per dwelling 

Residential (2 brm dwelling) 0.8 – 1 space per dwelling 

Residential (3+ brm dwelling) 1.0 - 1.5 spaces per dwelling 

Residential Visitor  0.1 spaces per dwelling 

A number of specific measures are proposed to support mode shift and the amenity of existing land 

uses in the centre, and prevent undesirable parking impacts of new development:  

 The most important measure is the continued implementation and refinement of on-street 

parking restrictions.  These are needed to ensure that reduced parking rates, reduction in 

parking supply and parking pricing do not simply result in the relocation of existing parking to 

the surrounding streets. 

 Appropriate time restrictions and resident parking permits will ensure that existing residents’ 

parking is protected.   

 Continued parking enforcement is critical to ensure that compliance with the system design 

is achieved.   

4.5.3 Bicycle Parking  

The provision of bicycle parking plays an important role in reducing the barriers to bicycle use, 

particularly by employees.  As such, recommended bicycle parking rates for residential, office and shop 

land uses are presented as follows. 
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Residential Dwellings 

Based on the current bicycle ownership rates reported by ABS in October 2012 for Australia, 

approximately 50% of households have at least one working bicycle kept at home, and of these 

households, approximately 66% have two or more bicycles in working order.  

As such, the following bicycle parking rates for medium to high density residential developments are 

recommended: 

 0.5 spaces / studio and one bedroom dwelling 

 1 space / two or more bedroom dwelling 

The current statutory bicycle parking rate for residential visitors of 0.1 spaces per dwelling is considered 

appropriate, but should apply to all medium and high density residential developments (i.e. not only 

those of four or more storeys as is currently required by Clause 52.34 of the Moreland Planning 

Scheme). 

Low density residential developments can be expected to provide for bicycle parking within the 

dwelling and/or garage. 

Office 

With an average rate of 4.75 employees per 100sqm GFA of office space
3
, it is recommended that a 

minimum of 0.57 staff bicycle spaces per 100 sqm (or 1 space per 175sqm) be provided to encourage the 

mode shift targets outlined in Section 6. 

In terms of a visitor parking rate, it is noted that the number of visitors, to at least professional offices, 

that would cycle is low. As such, the current statutory bicycle parking rate for office visitors or 1 space 

per 1,000sqm is considered sufficient. 

It is noted, however that bicycle parking is not always able to be feasibly provided on-site, especially for 

very small office developments in an activity area. As such, the current minimum threshold of 1,000sqm 

before bicycle parking is required to be provided on-site should remain, but a cash-in-lieu payment 

scenario to provide for publicly available bicycle parking facilities should be considered. 

Shop 

Visitor bicycle parking for shops typically compete for the active frontage space, which can lead to 

visitor bicycle parking being placed in low accessibility locations and/or in conflict with pedestrians and 

shop activities. The issue of narrow and / or cluttered footpaths can be exacerbated by the provision of 

visitor bicycle parking, and where possible bicycle parking should be provided in locations where there 

is adequate footpath width to ensure pedestrian priority and accessibility is not compromised.   

As such, the current minimum threshold of 1,000sqm before bicycle parking is statutorily required on-

site should remain. Notwithstanding this, it is noted that Council is pursuing innovative means of 

providing bicycle parking, such as the on-street corral spaces in partnership with shop owners. This 

program should continue (particularly for food and drink type premises), and other means of ensuring 

provision of bicycle parking such as cash in lieu schemes could be considered where parking cannot be 

feasible provided on or adjacent to the site.  

                                                                        
3  RTANSW Guide to Traffic Generating Developments, October 2002 
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Overall, it is recommended that the current staff component of the statutory bicycle rate by 

approximately 30% to 1 space per 400sqm to support the overall mode share targets of BITS, and that 

the current visitor statutory bicycle parking rate of one space per 100sqm be maintained. 

Other end of trip facilities  

The statutory requirements for provision of other end of trip facilities (showers and change rooms) are 

linked to the number of employee bicycle parking spaces to be provided. As such, the increases to 

employee bicycle parking outlined above (for shop and office) will automatically lead to an increase in 

the provision of end of trip facilities. It is noted that the provision of lockers is often overlooked, and it is 

accordingly recommended that these should also be provided at a rate of one per employee bicycle 

parking space, to ensure that the greatest value / incentive is gained from the provision of the bicycle 

parking space.  

Summary 

The recommended bicycle parking rates are presented in Table 4.2, with comparison to existing 

planning scheme rates. 

Table 4.2: Recommended Bicycle Parking Rates 

Land Use Recommended Rate Current Statutory Rate 

Residential  

(applicable for medium and high 

density residential developments) 

0.5 spaces / studio and one 

bedroom dwelling for residents 

1 space / two or more bedroom 

dwelling for residents 

0.1 spaces / dwelling for visitors 

0.2 spaces / dwelling for residents  

0.1 spaces / dwelling for visitors 

For developments of four or more 

storeys 

Office 

1 employee space / 175sqm NFA 

1 visitor space / 1,000sqm NFA  

If NFA < 1,000sqm [1] 

1 employee space / 300sqm NFA 

1 visitor space / 1,000sqm NFA  

If NFA < 1,000sqm  

Shop 

1 employee space / 400sqm NFA  

1 visitor space / 500sqm NFA  

If NFA < 1,000sqm [1] 

1 employee space / 600sqm NFA  

1 visitor space / 500sqm NFA  

If NFA < 1,000sqm  

[1] Consideration be given to a cash-in-lieu payment for developments that are less than 1,000sqm and do not provide their bicycle 

parking onsite.  

4.5.4 Clearways  

The operation of clearways on arterial roads has traditionally been used to promote traffic throughput, 

as clearways are implemented during peak times to maximise traffic flow. In this instance, clearways 

also have the potential to provide benefits to sustainable travel in Brunswick. These benefits include:  

 improved priority for trams, potentially including the provision of ‘tram fairways’ where 

trams have a dedicated lane not shared with other traffic 

 improved ability to provide bicycle facilities at the kerb side, as parked cars are removed 

 improved ability to provide raised tram stops, in accordance with Government’s Disability 

Standards for Accessible Public Transport (DSAPT) requirements.  

It is noted that the existing clearways on Sydney Road, Lygon Street and Nicholson Street are managed 

by VicRoads, who are responsible for any changes to operating times or the extent. Council’s role in the 

operation of clearways is therefore one of advocacy.  

In order to support the objectives of BITS, future changes to clearways should generally not be aimed at 

increasing traffic capacity, but rather at facilitating improvements to sustainable and active transport 

modes and supporting the overall economic and amenity objectives of the Brunswick Place Framework 
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Strategy. To this end, the following criteria should be applied to any changes to clearway operation or 

extents:   

 Do the changes to clearways provide greater priority for on-road public transport?  

 Are the changes necessary to reduce conflict between different transport modes?  

 Do the changes to clearways allow for the provision of improved bicycle facilities?  

 Are the changes to clearways detrimental to surrounding land uses and / or pedestrian 

amenity?  

 Are the changes compatible with improved pedestrian priority across the arterial roads?  

 Do the changes to clearways support improved access to public transport (DSAPT 

requirements)?  

Having regard to these criteria, it is considered likely that major changes to clearways will occur as part 

of larger projects undertaken by the Victorian Government to upgrade the tram system in Brunswick. 

These upgrades are required to comply with the DSAPT requirements, and the first project is currently 

under way (Route 96 – Nicholson Street). Tram upgrades provide an opportunity to comprehensively 

improve the operation of the road network in favour of sustainable and active transport modes.  

4.5.5 Integrated Transport Plans  

An integrated transport plan (ITP) is a document which sets out how the various forms of transport will 

be integrated with land use, so that urban sustainability is optimised.  

At present, ITPs are required under Clause 18.01 of the Moreland Planning Scheme for ‘major’ 

developments, and are an opportunity for Council to negotiate improvements to the public realm and 

surrounding infrastructure, in the absence of a DCP.  

In this regard, ITPs are an important tool for Council in the implementation of BITS.  ITPs should be 

prepared generally in accordance with the Department of Transport’s ITP Advisory Note.  

4.5.6 Major developments and Planning Scheme amendments  

The implementation of a number of BITS projects is likely to occur as part of ongoing land use changes, 

for example through rezoning or major development applications. It is important that Council is 

prepared to respond proactively to large scale redevelopment and / or rezoning applications to ensure 

that BITS projects are recognised and incorporated in the relevant statutory documents, and included 

in plans and designs for new development.  

Examples of potential statutory mechanisms that may be used to mandate delivery of BITS projects 

includes Development Plan Overlays, Development Contributions Plans, schedules to the Activity 

Centre Zone or Comprehensive Development Zone, or through other statutory requirements such as 

Integrated Transport Plans. In addition, working with applicants through a pre-application phase is 

important to ensure that BITS projects are ‘designed in’ to developments from an early stage.  

It is also noted that while BITS provides high level guidance on transport projects, it is important that 

Council proactively undertakes further detailed work in support of any proposed major development or 

planning scheme amendment, encompassing a comprehensive range of planning, urban design and 

transport considerations to ensure that the best integrated outcome is achieved. Such work is 

necessary to provide a level of confidence and certainty in the development community, and ensure 

that development supports the overall objectives of BITS and the wider Brunswick Place Framework 

Strategy.  
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4.6 Public Transport  

Public transport is planned and operated by the Victorian Government. Council’s role is to advocate for 

improvements needed to support the land use objectives of the activity centre, and work with the 

Victorian Government to maximise the benefits of future public transport improvements. The following 

section outlines the three key issues for public transport in Brunswick.  

4.6.1 Network Integration  

The existing public transport networks are characterised by poor integration between modes. Given the 

heavy reliance on road-based public transport (trams and buses) throughout much of BMAC, the only 

realistic way to minimise the penalty associated with transfers is to provide ‘turn up and go’ services 

with ten minute or better frequencies.  

Given the relatively good existing tram frequencies and relatively poor bus and train frequencies, it is 

clear that the implementation of high frequency bus services is required to provide a good level of 

integration between modes. In particular, the proposed ‘Blue Orbital’ Smart Bus route would provide a 

high frequency east-west service linking the major corridors of the activity centre and other centres to 

the east and west.  

This level of service needs to be supported by integrated interchange design at key locations where 

buses intersect with tram and train routes.   

4.6.2 Priority  

Trams and buses in Brunswick generally compete with other road based transport. This means that 

vehicle speeds and reliability are low, and critically this means that there is little incentive to switch 

from cars to public transport.  

Public transport improvements must address the issue of on-road priority for trams and buses in order 

to improve their ability to provide a viable alternative to cars. Examples of priority treatments include:  

 provision of part time or full time ‘fairways’ or dedicated lanes for trams (generally involves 

removal of car parking) 

 provision of bus lanes 

 signal / intersection treatments, including:   

 bus / tram traffic signals 

 changed phasing or operation to support public transport priority 

 right turn arrows to clear turning traffic from in front of trams 

 right turn bans to prevent queuing vehicles from delaying trams. 

Measures to improve on-road priority of public transport are included in the consideration of corridor-

based upgrades to public transport.  

4.6.3 Capacity  

Trams in BMAC operate at or close to capacity during peak times. In the absence of intervention, this 

problem is expected to worsen as more development occurs, and during the AM peak people in the 

southern part of the activity centre experience difficulty in boarding trams towards the city.  

The Route 96 project is currently being delivered by Public Transport Victoria and VicRoads, and is 

likely to include significant capacity increases through the following measures:  
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 new, larger trams which will carry more passengers 

 reduced number of stops, reducing overall stopped time 

 increased frequency of services during peak times. 

It is expected that future upgrades to the Sydney Road and Lygon Street tram services will improve 

capacity in these corridors.  

4.6.4 Bus Frequency  

As noted in Section 4.6.1, buses generally provide east-west connectivity throughout the activity 

centre, linking the three main corridors as well as adjacent activity centres such as Northcote. Most bus 

routes in Brunswick suffer from poor frequency when compared to tram services. This means that 

buses are not effectively integrated with the north-south transport options, and do not provide a viable 

alternative to car travel for east-west journeys.  

Significant increases in both frequency and span of hours are required to provide an attractive cross-corridor 

service. At present, out of seven bus services in Brunswick, only three (the 251, 508 and 510) provide any 

services on Sundays, and the peak hour frequencies of buses vary from 8 minutes to 30 minutes.  

The creation of intermodal transfer points between buses, trams and trains is a priority for the 

Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy, and this priority is supported by BITS. However, the creation 

of improved transfer environments through upgraded stop design and the like will not, on its own, 

greatly improve the attractiveness of the bus network. Ensuring that buses run at increased frequency 

and integrate with the tram and train timetables is just as critical as upgrading the physical 

environment in which transfers occur.  

4.6.5 Rail Network Upgrade 

It is noted that the existing frequency of the Upfield Line is limited by downstream capacity constraints 

(at North Melbourne Station). In light of this, it is unlikely that any significant improvements to the train 

frequency can be made without major upgrades to the metropolitan rail network.  

In this regard, it is recommended that Council advocate for improvements to the capacity of the overall 

metropolitan rail network, beginning with the Melbourne Metro project. This project is likely to allow a 

doubling of service frequencies on the Upfield Line through Brunswick, which would in turn make the 

rail network a far more attractive and reliable mode of travel for the Sydney Road corridor and 

surrounds.  
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5. Projects   

5.1 Overview  

The projects detailed in this section form the basis of BITS. Projects are not grouped by mode, as many 

projects provide benefits to multiple modes. In light of this, a corridor based and place based approach 

has been taken to project identification.  

Project timeframes have been nominated, and are generally as follows (noting that for many projects 

Council’s role is advocacy rather than implementation):  

 Short term – implementation within 1-5 years (by 2018) 

 Medium term – implementation between 6-10 years (by 2023) 

 Long term – project is considered unlikely to be feasible or achievable before 2024 

 Ongoing – project consists of many independent parts and should be addressed as an 

ongoing project  

 Upon development – projects that are dependent on development for implementation.   

Notwithstanding the nominated timeframes, opportunities may arise to implement projects sooner, for 

example if funded by developer contributions. Clearly, opportunities should be taken to implement 

projects as soon as practical.  

Priority for Council-led projects is generally as per the implementation timeframe, and will also follow 

Council’s overall priorities for the Key Investment Areas.  

Finally, it is noted that indicative costs have been nominated for Council led projects in the Key 

Investment Areas.  These costs represent ‘order of magnitude’ estimates only, and must not be relied 

upon for quoting, budgeting or construction purposes. More detailed estimates should be prepared 

from detailed civil design drawings using the services of a qualified quantity surveyor. For the purposes 

of BITS, the projects are costed as follows:  

 Low – cost is likely to be less than $50,000 

 Moderate – cost range is estimated at between $50,000 and $250,000  

 High – cost is likely to exceed $250,000  

 N/A – project is not likely to involve a capital cost, or Council is not the delivery agency. 

5.2 Corridor Projects  

5.2.1 Overview  

A corridor based approach to improving the transport network is needed to improve the continuity of 

the transport network, and it is evident that many important projects are located outside the 

nominated Key Investment Areas. While the key investment areas form the focal points for Council 

intervention, opportunities to improve the transport system on a corridor-wide basis should be pursued 

by Council wherever possible.  

The transport modelling undertaken in parallel with this study indicates that the existing through traffic 

on Sydney Road, Lygon Street and Nicholson Street will gradually be replaced by more local traffic as 

the area develops, and that the road network will continue to operate at capacity during peak times. It 
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is not considered feasible or appropriate to continue to accommodate increases in car traffic, as there 

are already serious conflicts with trams, buses, bicycles and pedestrians.  

5.2.2 Short term public transport priority projects  

A number of corridor based improvements are proposed to provide additional priority for public 

transport. These measures are designed as cost-effective short term improvements to tram priority. It 

is likely that future comprehensive tram upgrade projects would need to consider additional options 

such as the provision of dedicated tram fairways. The proposed corridor improvements are shown at 

Appendix C, and are summarised in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Short Term Public Transport Improvements  

Corridor Project type Location  

Sydney Road  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to 

intersection 

SB at Moreland Road 

NB and SB at Albion Street 

NB at Blyth Street 

SB at Victoria Street 

SB at Albert Street 

NB and SB at Glenlyon Road 

NB at Weston Street 

WB on Brunswick Road at Sydney Road 

New right turn ban  

SB at Hope Street (AM peak) 

EB on Union St at Sydney Road (PM peak) 

NB at Barkly Street (PM peak) 

SB at Park Street (all times) 

Lygon Street  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to 

intersection 

NB and SB at Blyth Street 

SB at Brunswick Road  

New right turn ban  

SB at Victoria Street (AM peak) 

SB at Albert Street (AM peak) 

NB at Albert Street (PM peak) 

SB at Edward Street (AM peak) 

NB at Edward Street (PM peak) 

SB at Barkly Street (AM peak) 

NB at Barkly Street (PM peak) 

Nicholson Street  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to 

intersection 

SB at Blyth Street  

NB and SB at Glenlyon Road 

New right turn ban  
SB at Victoria Street (AM peak) 

SB at Albert Street (AM peak) 

5.2.3 Sydney Road / Upfield Corridor  

The Sydney Road / Upfield corridor consists of two major north-south routes, carrying significant 

volumes of cars, trams, bikes and trains. In addition, Sydney Road has extensive (almost continuous) 

active frontages along it, and is a very busy pedestrian area. The corridor also has significant 

employment uses and residential developments in some areas. As such, there are a number of different 

competing demands for the available space in the corridor. Despite the existing transport policy which 

nominates Sydney Road as a tram and pedestrian priority area, cars are currently ‘king’ in the area and 

major changes are needed in road space allocation to achieve the policy intent.  
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Sydney Road and the Upfield Corridor are managed by VicRoads and VicTrack respectively. In this 

regard, Council’s main role is one of advocacy with respect to resolving the transport issues in these 

corridors. This strategy provides a clear vision for the corridors, based on existing Council and Victorian 

Government policy. All future projects such as the Route 19 Tram Upgrade will need to resolve the 

competing demands of all modes in a way that provides real priority for walking, cycling and public 

transport. The recommended projects for the Sydney Road corridor are detailed below in Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2: Sydney Road / Upfield Corridor Projects   
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Advocate for additional mid-block pedestrian 

crossings as shown in Appendix B 
     Council  VicRoads 

Medium 

term 

Advocate for implementation of short term 

tram priority improvements as shown 

Appendix C 

     
Council / 

VicRoads 

VicRoads, 

PTV 

Short 

term  

Upgrade Route 19 Tram including tram stop 

rationalisation, improved capacity, 

pedestrian access and tram priority 

improvements 

     
VicRoads / 

PTV 
PTV 

Medium 

term  

Audit existing bicycle facilities and advocate 

for short term safety improvements for 

bicycles on Sydney Road 

     
Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Short 

term  

Investigate feasibility of upgrading Sydney 

Road bicycle lanes to separated facility as 

part of Route 19 Tram upgrade  

     
Council, 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Medium 

term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority at 

signalised crossings 

     
Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Short 

term  

Advocate for introduction of turn bans at key 

intersections as shown in Appendix B 
     

Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Medium 

term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian 

Network to determine priority locations for 

improvements 

     Council  Council 
Short 

term  

Upgrade Upfield Shared Path in accordance 

with Moreland Bicycle Strategy  
     

Council / 

VicTrack / 

Developers 

Varies  Ongoing 

5.2.4 Lygon Street Corridor  

The Lygon Street corridor consists of a number of activity nodes, with significant residential development 

occurring on large sites on Lygon Street and behind. As such, there are significant pressures on the public 

transport system and local car parking, and extensive congestion during peak times.  

Lygon Street is nominated as a tram priority route, and some areas are nominated as pedestrian 

priority. The street accordingly plays a role for local destination traffic, but should seek to minimise 

through traffic. Future upgrades to Lygon Street (including improvements to the Route 1/8 Tram) will 

need to balance the competing demands of all modes, respect local amenity and street based activity, 

while seeking to provide better priority for public transport and allowing local access to occur. The 

recommended projects for the Sydney Road corridor are detailed below in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3: Lygon Street Corridor Projects   

Project  
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Advocate for additional mid-block pedestrian 

crossings as shown in Appendix B 
     Council  VicRoads 

Medium 

term 

Advocate for implementation of short term 

tram priority improvements as shown in 

Appendix C 

     
Council / 

VicRoads 

PTV, 

VicRoads 

Short 

term  

Upgrade Route 19 Tram including tram stop 

rationalisation, pedestrian access and tram 

priority improvements 

     
VicRoads / 

PTV 
PTV 

Long 

term 

Investigate short term improvements to bicycle 

safety on Lygon Street   
     Council Council 

Short 

term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority at 

signalised crossings 

     
Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Short 

term  

Advocate for introduction of turn bans at key 

intersections as shown in Appendix C 
     

Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Medium 

term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian Network 

to determine priority locations for 

improvements 

     Council  Council 
Short 

term  

5.2.5 Nicholson Street Corridor  

The Route 96 Tram is currently being upgraded by VicRoads and PTV. This project will provide 

significant improvements to tram priority and capacity, and will include improvements to pedestrian 

accessibility in the vicinity of the tram stops. In addition to this, Nicholson Street does not experience 

the same level of activity or competition between modes that characterise the other corridors.  

The recommended projects for Nicholson Street are detailed below in Table 5.4.  

Table 5.4: Nicholson Street Corridor Projects  

Project  
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Advocate for additional signalised 

intersections / pedestrian crossings as shown 

in Appendix B 

     

Council, 

VicRoads, 

Developer

s 

VicRoads Ongoing  

Advocate for implementation of short term 

tram priority improvements as shown in 

Appendix C 

     
Council / 

VicRoads 

VicRoads, 

PTV 

Short 

term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority 

at signalised crossings 

     
Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Short 

term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian 

Network to determine priority locations for 

improvements 

     Council  Council 
Short 

term  

Advocate for improved tram / bus 

interchange to be developed at Blyth St / 

Nicholson Street 

     
PTV / 

Council 
PTV 

Medium 

term  
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5.2.6 Cross Corridor Projects 

A number of key east-west routes exist in Brunswick. However, a key outcome of the community 

consultation was a focus on the existing poor amenity and inappropriate usage of Victoria and Albert 

Streets, predominantly between Sydney Road and Lygon Street. Due to the projected development 

east of Lygon Street, it is expected that similar issues may arise in future between Lygon and Nicholson 

Streets, in the absence of any intervention.  

Victoria and Albert Streets are nominated as key east-west links in the Brunswick Structure plan, and 

are part of the Principal Pedestrian Network and Principal Bicycle Network. A number of options have 

been considered to better manage the existing traffic on these streets.  

It is noted that, while Victoria and Albert Streets are not the only local roads in Brunswick that 

experience poor amenity due to ‘rat running’ through traffic, they should be addressed as a priority due 

to the severity of impacts. The lessons learned from interventions on these streets can then also be 

used to inform other local area traffic management projects throughout Brunswick.  

The key response to the traffic issues on Victoria and Albert Street is to discourage through traffic by 

providing extended ‘threshold’ treatments at Sydney Road and Lygon Street, in the form of raised 

sections of roads that will ideally operate as shared zones. In the event that shared zones are not able to 

be implemented in the short term, physical improvements to these ‘gateway’ spaces through different 

surface material and raised pavement will act as a clear signal to traffic that they are local streets with 

pedestrian and bicycle priority.  

The above treatment should also be reinforced by appropriate signage and turning restrictions as 

shown in Table 5.5.   

 

 

 

Shared zones are generally used where there is a high volume of pedestrian activity, 

but local vehicle access is still required. Pedestrians have priority in shared zones.  

Shared zones have been successfully implemented in centres around Australia, 

including central Bendigo, Footscray and Melbourne CBD. They are typically 

characterised by an ambiguous and uncertain environment where negotiation and 

eye contact are required to determine right of way. Many are designated by a 

threshold treatment (eg different texture or raised pavement) and often use 

different paving materials, and remove delineating features such as kerbs and most 

signage.  
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Table 5.5: Victoria and Albert Street Projects  
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Implement pedestrian priority treatments at 

the thresholds of Victoria and Albert Streets 
     Council Council 

Short 

term  

Advocate for implementation of turn bans as 

shown in Appendix C 
     

Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Medium 

term   

Advocate for reduced speed limit to 40km/h 

initially and target 30km/h in the long term  
     

Council / 

VicRoads  
VicRoads 

Short 

term   

Introduce signage to legitimise the shared use 

of Victoria and Albert Streets by cyclists  
     Council  Council 

Short 

term  

Introduce signage to discourage large 

vehicles from using Victoria and Albert Streets 
     Council  Council 

Short 

term 

Audit the suitability and condition of 

pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations for improvements  

     Council  Council  
Short 

term  
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5.3 Key Investment Areas   

Of the eight Key Investment Areas nominated in the Place Framework, seven are generally contained within the activity centre boundaries (the exception being Area 5 - 

Central Parklands Precinct to the west of the activity centre).  

Based on the interventions outlined in Section 4, a detailed suite of projects has been developed for each Key Investment Area, tailored to complement the objectives of 

the Public Realm and Infrastructure Strategy.  

5.3.1 Jewell Station Precinct  

Jewell Station Precinct is a key transport and activity node in the southern part of the Sydney Road / Upfield corridor. A number of important transport projects are 

recommended to achieve the required modal priority for walking, cycling and public transport in the precinct, as listed in Table 5.6 and shown in Figure 5.1.  

The key transport improvement recommended for the precinct is the creation of a better pedestrian link between Jewell Station and Barkly Square shopping centre. 

Improvements to this link will be complemented by the future Route 19 tram upgrade and redevelopment of sites adjacent to the station, which will facilitate a significant 

upgrade to the public realm and access in the precinct.  

For reference, the Moreland Bicycle Strategy projects within this precinct are as follows:  

 U26 - Construct 75m long by 3m wide off-road shared path adjacent to Railway place, including the installation of safety fencing and addressing of drainage 

issues. 

 U23 – Install pedestrian operated lights at Union St/Railway Pl 

  U117 – Encourage State Government to mark Jewell Station car park as a shared use zone 

 U114- Encourage DoT and train operators to upgrade the Jewell Railway Station 

 U18 – Install public lighting along the Upfield Shared Path between Brunswick Rd and Jewell Station. 

 U19 – Replace safety fencing between the Upfield Shared Path and the railway line between Brunswick Rd and Jewell Station 

 U20 – Widen the Upfield Shared Path between Barkly St and Wilson Ave 

 S51-52 – Advocate VicRoads to install bicycle priority lights as part of Sydney Rd tram priority project, and to regulate right hand turning movements. 
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Table 5.6: Jewell Station Precinct Projects  
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Upgrades to accessibility, public realm and shared path as per Station Precinct 

UDF. Project to include shared zone interface with Wilson Ave 
     

Council, 

Developer, 

VicTrack 

VicTrack / 

PTV/ Council  
High  Medium term  

Implement shared zone treatment for Wilson Ave between Jewell Station and 

Sydney Rd, including raised threshold treatment at Sydney Rd  
     Council, VicRoads VicRoads High  Medium term  

Provide additional end of trip facilities for cyclists at Jewell Station (eg ‘Parkiteer’ 

cage) 
     PTV PTV N/A  Short term  

Upgrade tram stop in accordance with DSAPT requirements, including additional 

pedestrian crossings  
     PTV, VicRoads 

PTV / 

VicRoads 
N/A Medium term  

Provide raised threshold treatment on Barkly St at intersection with Sydney Rd       Council  Council 
Low to 

moderate 
Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low  Short term  

Improve pedestrian priority at signalised crossing at Sydney Rd / Weston St       Council, VicRoads VicRoads N/A Medium term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.1      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  
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Figure 5.1: Jewell Station Precinct Projects  
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5.3.2 Civic and Cultural Precinct  

The civic and cultural precinct has a number of regionally important uses, including the town hall, library and Brunswick Baths. The area is currently the subject of a new 

public realm design, which has the potential to significantly improve the pedestrian, bicycle and public transport priority in the precinct. The recommended projects are 

shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.2 below.  

For reference, the Moreland Bicycle Strategy projects within this precinct are as follows:  

 U36 – Reconstruct Upfield Shared Path between Phoenix St and Albert St as a 3.0m wide concrete shared path 

 U33 – Install public lighting along the Upfield Shared Path between Dawson St and Phoenix St 

 U35 - Reconstruct Upfield Shared Path between Dawson St and Phoenix St as a 3.0m wide concrete shared path 

 U29 – Reconstruct the Council car park in order to widen the Upfield Shared Path 

 U28 – Install public lighting between Railway Place and Dawson St 

 S51-52 – Advocate VicRoads to install bicycle priority lights as part of Sydney Rd tram priority project, and to regulate right hand turning movements. 

Table 5.7: Civic and Cultural Precinct Projects  
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Improve pedestrian priority as part of the Civil and Cultural Precinct public realm 

upgrade project 
     Council 

Council / 

VicRoads 
N/A Short term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low  Short term  

Advocate for upgraded tram stop to be located outside Town Hall as part of 

Route 19 Upgrade  
     

Council / PTV / 

VicRoads 
PTV N/A Medium term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies  N/A Medium term  

Provide integrated intermodal transfer between bus and tram at Glenlyon / 

Sydney intersection as part of Civic and Cultural Precinct project  
      PTV N/A Short term  

Investigate long term options for use of Council car parks, having regard for the 

likely future car parking demands  
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Provide improved bicycle facilities (including continuous lanes up to intersections) 

on Sydney Road and Glenlyon Road as part of Civic and Cultural Precinct project  
     Council, VicRoads  

Council / 

VicRoads 
N/A Short term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.2      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Provide bicycle parking adjacent to entrances of all civic buildings as part of 

Civic and Cultural Precinct project 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Figure 5.2: Civic and Cultural Precinct Projects  
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5.3.3 Brunswick Station Precinct  

Brunswick Station Precinct is a focal point for Brunswick, as it lies on the key east-west axis of Victoria and Albert Streets, and provides rail and tram access. There are a 

number of key redevelopment sites in the area, and it is expected that there will continue to be a significant employment focus in the precinct.  

The key transport projects for Brunswick Station Precinct are improvements to the tram network, better pedestrian facilities linking to the station and the east-west axes 

of Victoria and Albert Streets, and the longer term redevelopment of the pedestrian environment around the railway station including improved lighting and activation. 

The recommended projects are shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.3 below.  

For reference, the Moreland Bicycle Strategy projects within this precinct are as follows:  

 U45 – Straighten the Upfield Shared Path north of Victoria St, removing the existing dog leg 

 U46 – Install public lighting between Victoria St and Hope St 

 U103 – Widen the Upfield Shared Path between Ballarat St and Victoria St (as part of any development of adjacent properties), including lighting and fencing 

 U43 – Install pedestrian operated signalise at the Upfield Shared Path/Victoria St intersection 

 U42 – Reconstruct the Upfield Shared Path between Wilkinson St and Victoria St, east of the Brunswick Station, including segregated pedestrian and bicycle 

lanes 

 U41 - Construct a 3.0m wide section of the Upfield Shared Path between Albert St and Wilkinson St (east of the railway) including drainage upgrades. 

 U37 – Install pedestrian operated signals at the Upfield Shared Path/Albert St intersection 

 U36 - Reconstruct Upfield Shared Path between Phoenix St and Albert St as a 3.0m wide concrete shared path 

 S51-52 – Advocate VicRoads to install bicycle priority lights as part of Sydney Rd tram priority project, and to regulate right hand turning movements. 
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Table 5.8: Brunswick Station Precinct Projects  

Project  
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Upgrade accessibility, public realm and shared paths at Brunswick Station       
Council, Developer, 

VicTrack 
Varies  N/A Medium term    

Provide improved end of trip facilities for cyclists at Brunswick Station       PTV PTV N/A Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Implement pedestrian priority treatments on Victoria and Albert Streets      Council Council  High  Medium term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.3, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Medium term  

Investigate long term options for use of Council car parks, having regard for the 

likely future car parking demands 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies N/A Ongoing   

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.3      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Audit pedestrian crossings at intersections of Victoria and Albert Streets with 

Sydney Road and advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  
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Figure 5.3: Brunswick Station Precinct Projects  
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5.3.4 Anstey Station Precinct  

Anstey Station Precinct is currently undergoing rapid change, with significant new development occurring on sites in the precinct. The key transport challenge is to ensure 

that the public realm supports pedestrian activity through provision of upgraded footpaths, improved lighting and activation of land uses. The recommended projects for 

the precinct are shown in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.4 below.  

For reference, the Moreland Bicycle Strategy projects within this precinct are as follows:  

 U60 – Reconstruct the Upfield Shared Path between Albion St and Tinning St, including safety fencing and a ramp to address a steep section of the path 

 U61 – Install public lighting on the Upfield Shared Path between Albion St and Tinning St 

 U59 – Install pedestrian operated signals at the Upfield Shared Path/Albion St intersection 

 U56 – Install public lighting on the Upfield Shared Path between West St and Florence St 

 U51 – Investigate opportunities to acquire access to land and reconstruct the Upfield Shared Path between Duckett St and West St as a 3.0m wide concrete 

shared path 

 U52 – Replace safety fencing between the Upfield Shared Path and the railway line between Duckett St and West St 

 U53 – Install public lighting along the Upfield Shared Path between Duckett St and west St 

 U50 – Install safety fencing and public lighting along the Upfield Shared Path between Hope St and Duckett St 

 HS5 – Install cyclist and pedestrian way finding signage along the High Street-Puckle Street Link in associate with Darebin and Moonee Valley City Council. 

Table 5.9: Anstey Station Precinct Projects  
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Upgrade accessibility, lighting, public realm and shared path at Anstey Station       
Council, Developer, 

VicTrack 
Varies  N/A Medium term 

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low Short term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.4, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV  N/A Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at Albion Street and advocate for improved pedestrian 

priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads N/A Short term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies N/A Ongoing   

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.4      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Provide improved end of trip facilities for cyclists at Anstey Station       PTV PTV N/A Medium term  
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Figure 5.4: Anstey Station Precinct Projects 
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5.3.5 Fleming Park / Central Lygon & East Lygon Village Precincts 

The Fleming Park / Central Lygon and East Lygon Village precincts comprise some of the larger redevelopment opportunities in Brunswick, and are expected to undergo 

significant change in the short to medium term. In addition, Fleming Park will be redeveloped as a key location for Council services.  

The priority transport projects required to capitalise on the ongoing change in the precinct are listed at Table 5.10 and shown in Figure 5.5. .  

Table 5.10: Fleming Park / Central Lygon & East Lygon Village Precinct Projects  
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Implement pedestrian priority treatment on Cross Street as part of Fleming Park 

redevelopment, including upgraded crossings at intersections with Victoria and 

Albert Streets 

     Council  Council  High  Medium term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.5, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Implement pedestrian priority treatments on Victoria and Albert Streets as per 

Figure 5.6 
     Council  Council  High  Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossings at intersections of Victoria and Albert Streets and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  

Implement signalised intersections with pedestrian priority at Victoria and Albert 

Street intersections with Nicholson Street  
     

VicRoads / Council 

/ Developer 
VicRoads N/A 

Upon 

development 

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low Short term  

Provide pedestrian and cycle priority internal street network in large 

development sites 
     

Developer / 

Council  
Council  N/A 

Upon 

development 
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Figure 5.5: Fleming Park / Central Lygon & East Brunswick Village Precinct Projects 
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5.3.6 Southern Lygon Precinct  

The Southern Lygon Precinct is a key gateway to the activity centre from the south, and also a thriving and active restaurant area. The precinct is characterised by a wide 

road width, which allows flexibility to accommodate public transport, bicycles and local traffic with minimal conflicts. The recommended projects are shown in Table 5.11 

and Figure 5.6 below.  

Table 5.11: Southern Lygon Precinct Projects  
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Advocate for the upgraded tram stops to be located as shown in Figure 5.6, 

and include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Advocate for signalised pedestrian crossings at Barkly / Lygon Street intersection      Council / VicRoads VicRoads  High  Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at intersection of Lygon Street and Brunswick Road and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads N/A Short term  

Implement raised threshold treatments on side roads to improve pedestrian 

priority and safety as shown in Figure 5.6 
     Council  Council  Moderate   Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Figure 5.6: Southern Lygon Precinct Projects 
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5.3.7 Blyth Street Tram Terminus 

As part of the upgrade to the Nicholson Street tram, it is proposed to locate the tram terminus north of Blyth Street. As part of the tram works and terminus relocation, 

there is an opportunity to improve the transport network and public realm in this part of Brunswick to support the investment in the public transport infrastructure. The 

recommended projects are shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.7 below.  

It is noted that the location of the tram terminus will be determined by a range of factors, many of which are outside Council’s control. In this regard, the location of the 

tram terminus and other projects may need to be adapted from what is shown in Figure 5.7.  

For reference, the Moreland Bicycle Strategy projects within this precinct are as follows:  

 HS4 – Install pedestrian operated crossing lights in one location in the Moreland section of the High Street-Puckle Street link (Nicholson Street / Stewart Street 

intersection) 

 HS5 - Install cyclist and pedestrian way finding signage along the High Street-Puckle Street Link in associate with Darebin and Moonee Valley City Council. 

Table 5.12: Blyth Street Tram Terminus Projects  
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Advocate for the upgraded tram stops to be located generally as shown in 

Figure 5.7, and include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at intersection of Blyth Street and Nicholson Street and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  

Implement raised threshold treatments on Stewart Street to improve pedestrian 

priority and safety 
     Council  Council  Medium  Medium term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.7      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Figure 5.7: Blyth Street Tram Terminus Key Investment Area  
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6. Monitoring and Review  

6.1 Preamble  

Monitoring the success of BITS is critical to achieving ongoing funding support from Council and the 

Victorian Government, and buy in from the community. In this regard, the following measures are 

proposed to ensure that progress against the objectives of BITS is tracked:  

 BITS review: Ongoing review of BITS is important to ensure that it accurately reflects the 

latest population and development data for Brunswick, and adjustments are made as 

necessary to ensure it remains relevant.  

 Project delivery and coordination: Ongoing monitoring of the delivery of BITS projects is 

critical to measure progress against the strategy and ensure consistency of purpose across 

the range of Council planning and policy documents and objectives.  

 Monitoring impact of projects: Regular measurements of mode share, travel behaviour and 

assessment of how and when BITS objectives will be achieved is critical to understand the 

impact and relevance of BITS, and make changes or adjustments as necessary.  

 Opportunities for funding: Ongoing partnership with the Victorian Government is required 

to identify funding opportunities and maximise the ability to present business cases for 

investment. At the same time, developments within the project area are likely to provide 

opportunities to deliver projects as negotiated outcomes through the planning process.  

In addition to these measures, the following monitoring and review measures should be considered by 

Council:  

 Establish a community based reference group to provide ongoing feedback on the progress 

of the strategy, and provide input to project prioritisation and delivery. 

 Continue to engage with VicRoads and PTV to progress the ‘advocacy’ actions contained 

within the Strategy. 

 Continue to monitor development approvals and activity through the wider Brunswick Place 

Framework Strategy, to inform any future updates to transport modelling and assessments. 

6.2 Approach 

Mode share targets are proposed as the key measure of the success of BITS, since mode share is the 

best indicator of the overall attractiveness of the various travel modes to access employment, services 

and recreation. Other measures such as average speeds or travel time reliability are also important 

measures of the overall performance of the network.  

It is important to note that land use factors outside the scope of BITS will also impact on mode share 

and the overall operation of the transport network. These include:   

 the number of Brunswick residents who are employed locally  

 the availability of recreation, retail opportunities and other services locally to meet residents’ 

needs. 
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6.3 Mode Share Targets  

It is important that the mode share targets recommended in this report are measurable by Council and 

able to be tracked over time. The mode share targets recommended in BITS are derived using VISTA 09 

as a baseline. It is recommended that VISTA data updates be progressively reviewed to measure 

progress in BMAC
4
.  

The mode share targets propose achieving a gradual improvement to 2018, with more rapid 

improvement after 2018 once more of the projects are implemented. It is considered likely that mode 

shares may not change significantly in the short term, and that a long term view is critical to see 

meaningful change.  

The proposed 2018 and 2023 mode share targets are based on achieving the following outcomes 

(noting that investment in public transport provision is outside of Council’s control):  

i An increase of public transport trips by 10% over VISTA 09 levels to 2018, and 30% over 

VISTA 09 levels to 2023. This is based on the planned significant improvements to 

infrastructure and service frequency, including:    

 upgrade to the Nicholson Street tram to a light rail type service with higher capacity 

vehicles 

 a similar upgrade to the Sydney Road tram service by 2023 (likely to be delivered by the 

end of the timeframe) 

 doubling of frequency on the Upfield Rail Line following completion of the Melbourne 

Metro 1 project (likely to be delivered towards the end of the timeframe) 

 other changes to the transport environment such as increased congestion for private 

vehicles and car parking restrictions.  

ii An increase in walking and cycling by 10% over VISTA 09 levels in 2018 and 30% over VISTA 

09 levels in 2023, brought about by:  

 changes to the transport environment, such as increased congestion for private vehicles 

and car parking restrictions 

 improvements to the safety, amenity and connectivity of the walking and cycling 

networks through the ongoing implementation of BITS and supporting strategies. 

iii A commensurate decrease in private vehicle trips, reflecting the range of transport demand 

management measures undertaken including:  

 increased congestion caused by new development  

 reduced road capacity due to public transport priority projects  

 reduced attractiveness of the road network for cars due to pedestrian and bicycle 

priority projects  

 reduced availability and increased management of car parking throughout the centre  

 increased trips by walking, cycling and public transport. 

The resulting target mode shares are shown at Figure 6.1.  

                                                                        
4  VISTA data is used as an input to the VITM model, and some correlation can be drawn between VITM modelling inputs and observed mode 

share. 
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Figure 6.1: BITS 2023 Mode Share Targets  

 

6.4 Average vehicle speed 

It is noted that the transport projects proposed in BITS were assessed in the transport modelling 

undertaken in parallel with this study, with the results showing improvements to average tram speed in 

the critical directions during the AM and PM peak on Sydney Road and Nicholson Street, while car 

average speeds are generally slower.  

To confirm that the modelled outcome is being achieved, it is recommended that Council undertake 

regular (annual or bi-annual) transport surveys to measure the overall speed and reliability of the road 

based transport network. These measurements should include average speeds on all three major road 

corridors for cars and trams, during the AM and PM peak periods. 

In addition, consideration could also be given to the completion of additional transport modelling to 

further test the impact of the achievement of mode shifts outlined in 6.3.    

6.5 Summary  

In summary, the following monitoring and review activities are proposed to track the implementation 

and performance of BITS:  

i Use VISTA data as an ongoing measure of mode share in Brunswick SLA, to track progress 

against the targets outlined above. 
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ii Undertake regular (annual or bi-annual) traffic surveys to enable determination of average 

vehicle speeds and traffic volumes throughout the study area. 

These surveys will provide a sound basis for the ongoing monitoring of the impacts of development and 

changes to the transport system on travel behaviour and system performance, and ultimately provide 

an indication of the overall success of BITS.  
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Table 1: Short Term Public Transport Priority Improvements    

Corridor Project type Location  

Sydney Road  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to intersection 

SB at Moreland Road 

NB and SB at Albion Street 

NB at Blyth Street 

SB at Victoria Street 

SB at Albert Street 

NB and SB at Glenlyon Road 

NB at Weston Street 

WB on Brunswick Road at Sydney Road 

New right turn ban  

SB at Hope Street (AM peak) 

EB on Union St at Sydney Road (PM peak) 

NB at Barkly Street (PM peak) 

SB at Park Street (all times) 

Lygon Street  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to intersection 
NB and SB at Blyth Street 

SB at Brunswick Road  

New right turn ban  

SB at Victoria Street (AM peak) 

SB at Albert Street (AM peak) 

NB at Albert Street (PM peak) 

SB at Edward Street (AM peak) 

NB at Edward Street (PM peak) 

SB at Barkly Street (AM peak) 

NB at Barkly Street (PM peak) 

Nicholson Street  

Extended ‘no stopping’ zone prior to intersection 
SB at Blyth Street  

NB and SB at Glenlyon Road 

New right turn ban  
SB at Victoria Street (AM peak) 

SB at Albert Street (AM peak) 
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Table 2: Corridor Based Projects 

Project  
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Sydney Road / Upfield Corridor Projects 

Advocate for additional mid-block pedestrian crossings as shown in 

Appendix B 
     Council  VicRoads Medium term 

Advocate for implementation of short term tram priority improvements as 

shown Appendix C 
     Council / VicRoads VicRoads, PTV Short term  

Upgrade Route 19 Tram including tram stop rationalisation, improved 

capacity, pedestrian access and tram priority improvements 
     VicRoads / PTV PTV Medium term  

Audit existing bicycle facilities and advocate for short term safety 

improvements for bicycles on Sydney Road 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Short term  

Investigate feasibility of upgrading Sydney Road bicycle lanes to separated 

facility as part of Route 19 Tram upgrade  
     Council, VicRoads  VicRoads Medium term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and advocate for improved pedestrian 

priority at signalised crossings 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Short term  

Advocate for introduction of turn bans at key intersections as shown in 

Appendix B 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Medium term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian Network to determine priority locations 

for improvements 
     Council  Council Short term  

Upgrade Upfield Shared Path in accordance with Moreland Bicycle Strategy       
Council / VicTrack / 

Developers 
Varies  Ongoing 
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Lygon Street Corridor Projects 

Advocate for additional mid-block pedestrian crossings as shown in 

Appendix B 
     Council  VicRoads Medium term 

Advocate for implementation of short term tram priority improvements as 

shown in Appendix C 
     Council / VicRoads PTV, VicRoads Short term  

Upgrade Route 19 Tram including tram stop rationalisation, pedestrian access 

and tram priority improvements 
     VicRoads / PTV PTV Long term 

Investigate short term improvements to bicycle safety on Lygon Street        Council Council Short term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and advocate for improved pedestrian 

priority at signalised crossings 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Short term  

Advocate for introduction of turn bans at key intersections as shown in 

Appendix C 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Medium term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian Network to determine priority locations 

for improvements 
     Council  Council Short term  

Nicholson Street Corridor Projects 

Advocate for additional signalised intersections / pedestrian crossings as 

shown in Appendix B 
     

Council, VicRoads, 

Developers 
VicRoads Ongoing  

Advocate for implementation of short term tram priority improvements as 

shown in Appendix C 
     Council / VicRoads VicRoads, PTV Short term  

Conduct pedestrian signal audit and advocate for improved pedestrian 

priority at signalised crossings 
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Short term  

Conduct audit of Principal Pedestrian Network to determine priority locations 

for improvements 
     Council  Council Short term  

Advocate for improved tram / bus interchange to be developed at Blyth St / 

Nicholson Street 
     PTV / Council PTV Medium term  
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Victoria and Albert Street Projects 

Implement pedestrian priority treatments at the thresholds of Victoria and 

Albert Streets 
     Council Council Short term  

Advocate for implementation of turn bans as shown in Appendix C      Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Medium term   

Advocate for reduced speed limit to 40km/h initially and target 30km/h in the 

long term  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads Short term  

Introduce signage to legitimise the shared use of Victoria and Albert Streets 

by cyclists  
     Council  Council Short term  

Introduce signage to discourage large vehicles from using Victoria and Albert 

Streets 
     Council  Council Short term 

Audit the suitability and condition of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations for improvements  
     Council  Council  Short term  
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Table 3: Key Investment Area Projects 
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Jewell Station Precinct Projects 

Upgrades to accessibility, public realm and shared path as per Station Precinct 

UDF. Project to include shared zone interface with Wilson Ave 
     

Council, Developer, 

VicTrack 

VicTrack / 

PTV/ Council  
High  Medium term  

Implement shared zone treatment for Wilson Ave between Jewell Station and 

Sydney Rd, including raised threshold treatment at Sydney Rd  
     Council, VicRoads VicRoads High  Medium term  

Provide additional end of trip facilities for cyclists at Jewell Station (eg ‘Parkiteer’ 

cage) 
     PTV PTV N/A  Short term  

Upgrade tram stop in accordance with DSAPT requirements, including additional 

pedestrian crossings  
     PTV, VicRoads 

PTV / 

VicRoads 
N/A Medium term  

Provide raised threshold treatment on Barkly St at intersection with Sydney Rd       Council  Council 
Low to 

moderate 
Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low  Short term  

Improve pedestrian priority at signalised crossing at Sydney Rd / Weston St       Council, VicRoads VicRoads N/A Medium term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.1      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  
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Civic and Cultural Precinct Projects 

Improve pedestrian priority as part of the Civil and Cultural Precinct public realm 

upgrade project 
     Council 

Council / 

VicRoads 
N/A Short term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low  Short term  

Advocate for upgraded tram stop to be located outside Town Hall as part of 

Route 19 Upgrade  
     

Council / PTV / 

VicRoads 
PTV N/A Medium term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies  N/A Medium term  

Provide integrated intermodal transfer between bus and tram at Glenlyon / 

Sydney intersection as part of Civic and Cultural Precinct project  
      PTV N/A Short term  

Investigate options for Council car parks      Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Provide improved bicycle facilities (including continuous lanes up to 

intersections) on Sydney Road and Glenlyon Road as part of Civic and Cultural 

Precinct project  

     Council, VicRoads  
Council / 

VicRoads 
N/A Short term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.2      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Provide bicycle parking adjacent to entrances of all civic buildings as part of 

Civic and Cultural Precinct project 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Brunswick Station Precinct Projects 

Upgrade accessibility, public realm and shared paths at Brunswick Station       
Council, Developer, 

VicTrack 
Varies  N/A Medium term    

Provide improved end of trip facilities for cyclists at Brunswick Station       PTV PTV N/A Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Implement pedestrian priority treatments on Victoria and Albert Streets      Council Council  High  Medium term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.3, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Medium term  

Investigate options for Council car park       Council  Council  Low  Short term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies N/A Ongoing   

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.3      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Audit pedestrian crossings at intersections of Victoria and Albert Streets with 

Sydney Road and advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  

Anstey Station Precinct Projects 

Upgrade accessibility, lighting, public realm and shared path at Anstey Station       
Council, Developer, 

VicTrack 
Varies  N/A Medium term    

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council Low Short term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.4, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV  N/A Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at Albion Street and advocate for improved pedestrian 

priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads N/A Short term  

Upgrade the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with the Moreland Bicycle 

Strategy  
     

Council / VicTrack  

/ Developers 
Varies N/A Ongoing   

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.4      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Provide improved end of trip facilities for cyclists at Anstey Station       PTV PTV N/A Medium term  
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Fleming Park / Central Lygon & East Lygon Village Precinct Projects 

Implement pedestrian priority treatment on Cross Street as part of Fleming Park 

redevelopment, including upgraded crossings at intersections with Victoria and 

Albert Streets 

     Council  Council  High  Medium term  

Advocate for the upgraded tram stop to be located as shown in Figure 5.5, and 

include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Implement pedestrian priority treatments on Victoria and Albert Streets as per 

Figure 5.6 
     Council  Council  High  Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossings at intersections of Victoria and Albert Streets and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  

Implement signalised intersections with pedestrian priority at Victoria and Albert 

Street intersections with Nicholson Street  
     

VicRoads / Council 

/ Developer 
VicRoads N/A 

Upon 

development 

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low Short term  

Provide pedestrian and cycle priority internal street network in large 

development sites 
     

Developer / 

Council  
Council  N/A 

Upon 

development 

Southern Lygon Precinct Projects 

Advocate for the upgraded tram stops to be located as shown in Figure 
5.5Figure 5.6, and include additional pedestrian crossings  

     
Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Advocate for signalised pedestrian crossings at Barkly / Lygon Street intersection      Council / VicRoads VicRoads  High  Medium term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at intersection of Lygon Street and Brunswick Road and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads N/A Short term  

Implement raised threshold treatments on side roads to improve pedestrian 

priority and safety as shown in Figure 5.6 
     Council  Council  Moderate   Medium term  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Blyth Street Tram Terminus Projects 

Advocate for the upgraded tram stops to be located generally as shown in 

Figure 5.7, and include additional pedestrian crossings  
     

Council / VicRoads 

/ PTV 
PTV N/A Long term  

Audit pedestrian crossing at intersection of Blyth Street and Nicholson Street and 

advocate for improved pedestrian priority  
     Council / VicRoads  VicRoads  N/A Short term  

Implement raised threshold treatments on Stewart Street to improve pedestrian 

priority and safety 
     Council  Council  Medium  Medium term  

Implement Moreland Cycling Strategy projects as shown in Figure 5.7      Various  Various  N/A Ongoing  

Audit the condition and suitability of pedestrian paths to determine priority 

locations and scope of improvements 
     Council  Council  Low  Short term  
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Appendix B  

Brunswick Integrated Transport Network  
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Appendix C   

Short Term Public Transport Priority Projects 



 



 

 
www.gta.com.au 

 

Melbourne 

 

A 87 High Street South 

 PO Box 684 

 KEW   VIC   3101 

P +613 9851 9600 

F +613 9851 9610 

E melbourne@gta.com.au 

Canberra 

 

A  Unit 4, Level 1, Sparta Building, 55 Woolley Street 

 PO Box 62 

 DICKSON   ACT   2602 

P +612 6263 9400 

F +612 6263 9410 

E canberra@gta.com.au 

Townsville 

 

A Level 1, 25 Sturt Street 

 PO Box 1064 

 TOWNSVILLE   QLD   4810 

P +617 4722 2765 

F +617 4722 2761 

E townsville@gta.com.au 

Sydney 

 

A Level 2, 815 Pacific Highway 

 CHATSWOOD   NSW   2067 

 PO Box 5254 

 WEST CHATSWOOD   NSW   1515 

P +612 8448 1800 

F +612 8448 1810 

E sydney@gta.com.au 

Adelaide 

 

A Suite 4, Level 1, 136 The Parade 

 PO Box 3421 

 NORWOOD   SA   5067 

P +618 8334 3600 

F +618 8334 3610 

E adelaide@gta.com.au 

 

Brisbane 

 

A Level 3, 527 Gregory Terrace 

 BOWEN HILLS   QLD   4006 

 PO Box 555 

 FORTITUDE VALLEY   QLD   4006 

P +617 3113 5000 

F +617 3113 5010 

E brisbane@gta.com.au 

Gold Coast 

 

A Level 9, Corporate Centre 2 

 Box 37 

 1 Corporate Court 

 BUNDALL   QLD   4217 

P +617 5510 4800 

F +617 5510 4814 

E goldcoast@gta.com.au 

 


